OFFICIAL NOTICE _____

REDRESS POLICY
The jury only gives redress by means of giving a boat a finishing position score when there is a
very high likelihood that the boat finished (or would have finished) in that position. This will only
occur when the redress-able incident occurs late in the race or after the boat has finished.
In most other cases, average points would be appropriate.
Method for average points:
1. In all cases in which average points will be awarded to a boat that has a finishing position, add
‘but no worse than C’ (where C is the boat’s actual finishing position).
2. In any redress case, it is not fair to the other boats in the series to award her average points for
half or more of the races that comprise her series score. (see ISAF CASE 116).
3. Expression “all races” includes to the average also the worse (eventually discarded) race.
Additionally4. Single-Fleet Series
a. Case SF1
For redress awarded in any race before the last day of the series, award ‘average points
in accordance with RRS A10(a) (…average … of her points in all races in series except
race in question..) replacing ‘in all races’ with ‘in all races from “A through B’’ (where A
is the first day of the series and B is the day before the last scheduled day of the
series).
b. Case SF2
For redress awarded in any race on the last day of the series, award average points in
accordance with RRS A10(a).
5. Qualifying and Final Series
Where a series consists of a qualifying and final series any redress given should relate to and
be based on results relevant to that part of the series in which the incident occurred.
c. Case Q/F1
For redress awarded in any race of the Qualifying series, the principles of the Single fleet
series above apply.
d. Case Q/F2
For redress awarded in any race of the Final series, award average points in accordance
with RRS A10(b) (…average … of her points in all the races before the race in question)
Notes:
i.
For the first or the second race of the final series, the average can be calculated
only after the day, when other two races were scored based on boats finishing position.
(see point 2 above), ignoring the requirement of “races before” statement.
ii. Applying the same principal further, the redress for two races can be only given,
after a day when minimum 3 other races were scored based on boats finishing position.
iii. Etc.
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